
 EXETER COSY ROUTES – INDIVIDUAL ROUTE OPTIONS 

 

Combining as a 26.2-mile Circumnavigation of the City 

GENERAL NOTES: 

• These eight circular routes are a combination of footpaths and other public rights of way, 

bridleways, tracks, and an area of privately owned land with permissive public access. They 

include fields with livestock, stiles, gates, foot bridges and bridges open to traffic. There are 

quiet lanes, mainly traffic free; roads with pavements, including some busy city sections; and 

roads without pavements and passing traffic to be aware of. The full distance has three 

significant hill climbs. Individual routes vary, each route introduction has more detail. 

• Some sections are only suitable for people with full mobility, but each section has a 

suggestion for people with limited mobility and a dementia accessible option. Some sections 

are multi-share with cyclists, there may be horse-riders on some tracks. If tackling the routes 

as a runner please be aware of, and courteous to, path users of all abilities. 

• Consider weather conditions before setting off, dress accordingly, wear sensible shoes for 

walking or running, and carry any provisions, personal equipment required. Refreshments 

available at points on route, from pubs, cafes, and shops, subject to business opening hours. 

• Footpath access issues and any temporary route closures are beyond the control of this 

project and project organisers. Anyone using this route information is responsible for their 

own safety and ability in undertaking these routes. 

• Historic references included in route information sourced through Wikipedia. 

 

 



EXETER COSY ROUTES - ROUTE THREE – EXWICK LEVEL CROSSING TO PENNSYLVANIA RD 

Illustrations Tony Husband. Photos Vic Morgan & Jo Earlam. Route detail Jo Earlam. 

 

Distance: Pennsylvania Road – 2 miles; with circular return 3.8 miles 

Grading/timing – moderate/severe, 1.5 to 2 hours. Highest point 450 feet, total ascent 500 feet. 

The route is initially alongside busy roads, but a level walk on pavements, then a track and quiet 

road residential road to reach Pennsylvania Road, the toughest climb on the whole Cosy route. 

Dementia accessible options – a spot of trainspotting at Exwick level crossing, steam locomotives 

pass on regular trips (for details of the Royal Scot 46100 go to www.steamdreams.co.uk). Level 

walk along the flood relief channel, alongside open fields, easy access from the car park.  

Starting point – Exwick level crossing 

Transport options – there are bus routes to nearby St David’s Railway Station, trains for a railway 

option. There is a small car park opposite Exwick hall, an overflow railway car park on the opposite 

side of the river and metered roadside parking. 

Summary – The first mile of this route is of busy road and rail. Exwick level crossing is on the main 

Exeter to Paddington railway line, also the Tarka line for North Devon. A steep uphill climb, with a 

return descent through woodland trails and splendid views.  

• From the Exwick Station car park, cross the flood relief channel and river to reach and cross 

the level crossing. This busy crossing has manned closing gates. You might see a London 

Express or you might just see a steam train.  

http://www.steamdreams.co.uk/


     
• Follow the road around to the right, to the pedestrian lights crossing. Cross to the opposite 

pavement and turn left on what becomes a raised pavement. 

   
• Remain on this raised pavement until it joins a road on the right. Cross at the central refuge 

bollard crossing point. Turn left on to another raised and fenced pavement. 

         
• Follow this raised pavement on this side of the road for a few hundred yards, until passing 

the Esso garage on the left. Turn right here, just after a bus stop, into Lower Argyll Road. 

     
• Keep ahead uphill on the pavement. The surrounding buildings are Duryard Halls, part of the 

University of Exeter Campus. The tarmac runs into an unsurfaced lane, part of the Duryard 

Valley Estate. There is no vehicle access on to Argyll Road, but pedestrians are permitted to 

continue ahead through the estate. The track bears around to the left and levels out. Where 

it splits, take the right fork past the metal gate, uphill into what becomes Argyll Road. 



   
• This is a steep climb, the most severe on the route. Houses line both sides of this un-

pavemented, but quiet road, with scenic views behind. 

   
• The road levels out as it reaches the summit, and junction with Pennsylvania Road in 2 miles.  

• For the circular return to Exwick level crossing, at the top of Argyll Road turn right into 

Belvidere Road, initially a surfaced lane, that becomes a gravel track. 

   
• To enjoy open views across the valley you can go through a kissing gate to follow the 

hedgeline on the left, coming back to the track through the next kissing gate, or simply 

remain on the track, which continues past bollards into a woodland. 

   
• Where the track divides, keep left, rising slightly, then descending to the right, passing 

buildings on the left, part of the Exeter University campus, and a wooden fence on the right, 

on a narrow path that continues ahead down steps and out to the main road again. 



    
• Turn left here following the route back on the raised pavement and crossing the road, to the 

further raised pavement, with more glimpses of trains. 

         

• Return across the level crossing in 3.8 miles. 

 

 

 


